BRICKS Learning Week
9-12 Dec 2017

Venue
Z505, Block Z, PolyU

Target Audience
social worker, counsellor, training or education professionals

Register
www.sensetraining.com.hk/brickslearningweek

LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® (LSP) is a facilitated thinking, communication and problem-solving technique for organisations, teams and individuals. It creates 100% participation through harnessing the magnetic attention of LEGO® bricks.

The Groundbreaking 4-day programs 'BRICKS Learning Week, using the LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® materials and methodology' will be launched from 9 Dec to 12 Dec. Through all kinds of experiential workshops and seminars, participants would gain insights in using LSP in different professions. We invite you to dive in deeper to explore this fascinating methodology.

Team Building X BRICKS
Date: 9 Dec 2017
Time: 5pm-7pm

Career Builder X BRICKS
Date: 10 Dec 2017
Time: 10am-12pm

With LEGO® models as metaphors, team members are free to share their stories with others which enhance mutual understandings. Through different team building exercises with LSP, which team bonding is strengthened.

Storytelling by using BRICKS
Date: 10 Dec 2017
Time: 7pm-9pm

Only BRICKS in Meeting
Date: 11 Dec 2017
Time: 2pm-6pm

LEGO® bricks are replacing paper and pens in meetings. Through LSP, participants play with purpose and think with hands. They can apply their imagination and try out every possible solution without stress.

“THINK WITH HANDS” by using BRICKS
Date: 12 Dec 2017
Time: 2pm-6pm

The core process of LSP is thinking, building, communication and problem solving. Thoughts and strategies could be built by LEGO® bricks and turned imaginations into visualised models. "Thinking by doing" also taps into your hidden potentials and inspires new ideas.

BRICKS X Special Education Needs
Date: 11 Dec 2017
Time: 7pm-9pm
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Using the LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® materials and methodology